ANNEX 3

REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMlTrEE ON PROGRAMME AND BUDGET

r

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

At its seventh session, the Regional Committee, in resolution

WPR/RC7.R7, decided "that the establishment of a sub-committee on programme and budget, consisting of six members plus the Chairman of the
Regional Committee, should become a routine activity of the Regional
Corronittee "; a..."ld recommended that "the membership of this sub-committee
be

rotated among the Representatives of various members, subject to the

provision that any Representative desiring to be a member of the subcommittee should be entitled to participate".
The Sub-Committee on Programme and Budget met on 3, 7 and 8 October

1968, under the chairmanship of Dr C.S. Gatmaitan.

The attendance was

as follows:
Members in accordance with the principle of rotation:
Cambodia

Dr Thor Peng Thong

France

Medecin-General J. Rondet

Laos

Dr Tiao Jaisvasd Visouthiphongs

Malaysia

Tan Sri (Dr) Mohamed Din bin Ahmad
Dr Chong Chun Hian
Dr Fang Ung Seng
Dr K.S. Jap

Philippines

Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr

J. Dizon
J. Navarro
E. Agustin

G. Balbin
E. Perez

F. Nepomuceno
J. Sumpaico

f-iJr V. Flores
~lr

T. Carreon

Portugal

Dr N. C• de Andrade

Singapore

Mr Lye Thim Fatt

United States of
America

Dr R.K.C. Lee
Dr J.1<. Shafer
Dr H. DeLien

vJestern Samoa.

Mr Luamanuvae Eti
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other members of the Committee also in attendance were:
Australia

Dr H.M. Franklands
Dr R.F.R. Scragg
Dr R.H. MacDonald

China

Dr C.K. Chang

Japan

Dr T. Muranaka
Mr K. \-/atanabe
r.1r N. Maekawa
filr Y. Masuko

New Zealand

Dr C.N.D. Taylor

United Kingdom

Dr P.H. Teng
Dr C.H. Gurd

In the course of its meetings, the Sub-Committee examined the
proposed programme and budget estimates in accordance with the guidelines
on page 67.
2

GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES

The following information "Tas presented to the Sub-Committee:
2.1 r.lain sources of funds
2.1.1 Regular funds
Two years ahead of the year of implementation, the Director-General
informed the Regional Director of the amount (termed "allocation") within
which the regional programme under the regular budget should be planned.
.

Based on this tentative allocation, the Regional Director planned his
programme in consultation \'li th governments.

Proj ects which could be

accommodated within this allocation were included in the proposed regional
programme and budget estimates and presented to the Regional Committee for
review and recommendations to the Director-General.

Projects for which

funds were not expected to be available were placed in a Supplementary List.
During the year preceding the year of implementation, the Director-General
submitted his programme and budget estimates to the Executive Board for
review and recommendation and then to the World Health Assembly for approval.
After the World Health Assembly had taken action, the Director-General
allocated the approved funds accordingly.
2.1.2

United Nations

Develo~ent

Programme

On 1 January 1966, the Expanded Programme of Technical

ASS~S~~lVC

.,-.

.

~..
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of the United Nations (EPTA) and the United Nations Special Fund (UNSF)
were combined to form the U:lited Nations Development Proeramme
(UNDP).

However, the special characteristics

and

operatio"'.3 of EPI'A

and UNSF, as i1ell as the two s.eparate funds, had been mai11tained in the

UNDP

and, as hitherto, contributions were pledged to the two pro-

grammes separately.

The sources of funds were voluntary contributions

made by governments.
The "lorld Health Organization partiCipated in the UNDP under the
authorities given to the Director-General al1d to the Executive Board
by the World Haalth Assembly.
2.1.2.1 Technical Assistance component of the UNDP (UNDP/TA)

"rno

was responsible for the health aspects of general economic

development programmes undertaken under the UNDPjTA.

The technical

aspects of the proposed projects were negotiated between governments
and the Regional Office.
A new system of continuous project budgeting would be introduced
on 1 January 1969.

In accordance with the new system, governments

receiving technical assistance from the UNDP had been given target
figures, or "ceilings", for 1969 al1d the three ensuing years within
which figures they might request assistance for each of the years
1969 'bhrough 1972.

In addition, governments might request new pro-

Jects as and when the need arose provided that their annual target
figures were not exceeded.
The projects for the years 1969 and 1970 shown in the programme
and budget document (WPR/RC19/2) were based either on government
requests to the UNDP or information from health ministries that they
were recommending the projects concerned to the government's coordinating body charged v,ith the responsibility of requesting projects
from UNDP funds.
2.1.2.2 Special Fund component of the UNDP (UNDPjSF)
WHO, acting as an executing and partiCipating agency of the
UNDP/SF or as aseo-operating. agency for ot.her ex,,"cuting and··pattic1ptlt±ng

....,
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agencies I projects. took care of the health aspects of these preinvesting study and survey projects.

There were no country targets

restricting the total amount of requests in favour of a country at
the time.
2.2

Composition of the regular budget
The Sub-Committee noted that the Regional Office covered the cost

/

I

of the staff, their duty travel, public information and hospitality
together with their associated

co~~on

service costs.

Field Activities covered the costs of the staff, their duty
travel together with the associated common service costs of the
regional advisers and the WHO representatives, along with the costs
of project staff, conSUltants, fellowships, supplies and other costs
of the country and inter-country programmes of the Region.
2.3

{

Computation of the regular budget estimates
Filled posts

2.).1

All filled posts had been costed in accordance with the actual
entitlements of the incumbents, except that prOVision for terminal
emoluments had been included in the cost estimates on the basis of
percentages determined by experience.
2.3.2 Vacant posts
Vacant posts had been costed on the assumption that they would
be filled at the base step of the salary scale for the grade concerned.
Related costs that represent percentages of the salaries, such as contributions to the pension fund ru1d staff insurance, had been computed
in the same way.

Other entitlements had been computed on averages

based on actual expenditure over a five-year period.
2.).3

Delays in filling new posts

A deduction had been made from the total estimates equivalent to
four months I delay in filling each ne,.. professional post.

This was

based on past experience.

4
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Computation of the UNDP!TJl. estimate~
For 1969 and

onwards, posts and fellowships had been costed on

the basis of pro forma (or standard) costs which had been set by the
UNDP.

These pro forma costs were being applied to all UNDP projects

including those being administered by vlHO.

Supplies and equipment,

however, continued to be costed on an estlmated actual cost basis.
Savings accruing from the application of pro forma costs for posts
and fellowships would revert to the country's allocation.

2.5 Computation of the UNDP/SF estimates
For the original estimates, pro forma costs set by the UNDP were
used for posts and fellowships.

Supplies and equipment and sub-

contractor costs were based on estimated actual costs.

As posts were

filled and fellowship details set, actual costs were used in the budget

"

r

estimates.

3

SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED RE(RJLAR PROGRAMME
ESTIMATES

1\1\1'1)

BUDGET

3.1 Programme and budget estimates for 1969
The Sub-Committee noted that no changes had occurred in the
presentation of the revised 1969 figures compared with those shown
in last year's programme and budget document •
..

~

It had been proposed to the Director-General that $70 325 be transferred from the field activities section of the budget to that of the

.......

regional office.

This sum was made up of $43 514 for general service

staff salary increases, $6732 for an international staff post adjustment
revision upwards, $10 593 to cover increased requirements following
changes among the staff f'illing international posts in the Regional
Office and a contingency provision of $9486 for the Regional Office's
part of the cost of possibly
office building.

havL~g

to replace the roof of the regional

i

5Q
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A general service salary sUl'vey carried out in late 1967 and. early

1968 had shown' an unexpected and marked upward trend in Mr.nila s "best
I

employers" service conditions, which is the United Nations basis for
setting general service salary rates.

'l'he survey results had led to

salary revisions of as high as 33-1/3% in the lowest grades of the
scale.
The above increases in regional office costs had been met by
equivalent reductions in project costs, more especially in funds from
various fellowships that were not taken up because candidates were not
designated in time for programmes to be arranged before the funds
lapsed.

-

.

The total amount involved, $70 325, represented 1.65,% of the

field activities section of the budget or 1.45% of the Region's total
regular budget for 1969.
Apart from the above proposed transfer of fUnds between sections

l

and cost increases of a similar type affecting the regional adVisers'
estimates, a number of programme changes in the field activities
section were reflected in the revised 1969 figures.

These changes

had been requested by governments as a result of programme priorities
and needs having changed since the preparation of the original 1969
programme and budget estimates either during the planning or
implementation stage.

3.2 Discussion
The Representative of the United States of America noted that the
revised 1969 costs denoted an increase in the overhead of the Regional
Office costs.

He also asked what the percentage of overhead costs of

the Regional Office were in 1969 and how these compared with those of
the other regional offices.
The Regional Director stated that in 1969, the funds allocated
to the regional office-represented 12.3% ofothe total alloca.tion
for the Western Pacific

Region under the regular progremme.

If UNDP!Technical Assistance and iJNDP /Special Fund activities were

~"

•

•
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and 8.1;

European Region,
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In the African· RegiOJ:l.., the· percentages

in the south-East Asia Region, 8.1 an:!. 6.3; in the

34.3 and 25.5; for the Eastern Mediterranean Region,

10.7 and 7.8. For the Americas the cost of the Regional Office was
16.7% under the regular programme and 12.1% if other funds were included.
True regional office cost comparisons, however, had to take account
of the fact that local cost levels in some places were lower than in
Manila.
The Representative of the Philippines asked whether the DirectorGeneral informed the Regional Offices of the amounts which they could
spend on the Regional Office and field activities or whether the
Regional Office itself could decide

h~~

to divide the funds.

The Regional Director stated that the Director-General first set
a planned target figure for the Region.

This came in one lump sum,

except that the 81J:ounto for ll'.B.laria and emallj;lox were separate.

The

Regional Office then drafted the proposed programme and budget, including the funds for the Regional Office which fell u11der Section 5.

In

the subsequent year, the amounts were fixed by the Director-General
and it became impossible to transfer funds between sections without
his specific authorization and the approval of the Executive Board.
The Regional Office also received strict instructions on expenditure
and on

tb~

proportion of the allocation which could be spent on the

Regional Office.
The Representative of the United states of America asked what the

.

policy was with regard to the addition of posts in the Regional Office.
./

He noted that there was an additional post in public health administration, plus an associated secretary's post.
had

beco~e

It was indicated that savings

available due to the non-implementation

He poilri:.eii. out that. t;tne-establ1s:'l.ment of' a

~')st

~f

fellowships.

such as this had long-

term implications for the Organization's budget and that the Committee
had in fact been faced with a fait
- accomnli.
The Regional Director pointed out that the costs of Regional Advisers
were charged to field activities and not to the Regional Office because
they were expected to provide advisory services to governments,
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to supervise the work in the field and to assist in the development of
new projects.

Savings had resulted as some fellowships had not been

awarded because of the failure of governments to present suitable
candidates or because candidates had failed to pass the language test
required by the receiv:i.ng government.
for other field activities.

These savings could be utilized

The request for the establishment of this

additional post had been approved by the Director-General subject to
the availability of funds.
The Regional Director then described the procedure followed by
the Regional Office for the reprogramming of savings.

Every three

months, a budget analysis was prepared which indicated the savings
anticipated as a result of delays in programme implementation.

The

Programme Committee, composed of the Director of Health Services as
Chairman, the Assistant Directors of Health Services, the Regional
Adviser on Education and Training, the Chief, Administration and
Finance and the Budget and Finance Officer as members, met at frequent
intervals to determine how the money thus saved should be spent.

The

WHO Representatives and the Regional Advisers were asked to send in
proposals for the implementation, as a first priority, of projects or
components of projects that were in the Supplementary List.

These

proposals were reviewed by the Programme Committee, which established
priorities for the use of savings.

These recommendations were then

submitted to the Regional Director who made a final decision as to
what could be implemented.
The Representative of the United States of America said that WHO
appeared to have considerably more flexibility in the use of funds than
any government department.

In the United States of America, savings

could not be used for additional posts but had to be returned as
revenue for future use of the Government.

He felt that this type of

procedure should be reviewed, as the needs of public health were
tremendous but a limit had to be placed on the amount of assistance
which WHO could provide.

•
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The Regional Director stated that WHO also had its own financial
arrangements.

It was not allowed to transfer appropriations for field

activities to the Regional Office and vice-versa.

The establishment

of the post of public health administrator had been approved by the
Director-General to permit meeting the considerable amount of interest
being shown by governments in national health planning.

This adviser

was concentrating on training in planning methodology and on programme
and project evaluation.
3.3

Proposed programme and

budge~

estimates for 1970

3.3.1 Level of the proposed programme and budget estimates for 1970
The Sub-Committee noted that the level of operations proposed for
the Region under the regular budget

in

1970 amounted to approximately

$5.3 million, an increase of $446 000 or 9.q~ over that of 1969.

Of

this amount, 87.1% (approximately $4.6 million) had been allocated to
field activities and 12.9% (approximately $683 thousand) to the
regional office.

The increased percentage for the regional office's

share of the total budget for 1970 was in part accounted for by the
addition of a translator/revisor and associated secretary to the
regional office strength.
Attention was also drawn to the fact that the budget funds
provided by the UNDP were also directed, co-ordinated and administered
by the Regional Office.

When these funds were added to the regular

field activities funds, the percentages of regional office costs to
the totals were 10.9 for 1970 and 9.8 for 1969 •
...

~I

3.3.2 Discussion
The Representative of the United States of America drew attention
to the fact that, as noted last year, the amounts listed in 1968 varied
considerably from what

had been presented last year.

Last year, the

amount allocated to communicable diseases - general activities had been
given as $215 983; twelve months later, this had risen to $264 205.
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Parasitic diseases had been shown as $16 504 a year ago; the figure
given now was $74 337.

Last year the amount given for edu:ation and

training in 1968 was $431 370, this year the figure given was $329 653.
In last year's budget, the 1968 total was given as $l~ 007 040; this year,
the 1968 total was

$3 804 866.

The Regional Director said that the

progra~~e

and budget recommenda-

tions of the Regional Committee w·ere taken into account by the DirectorGeneral, but were subject to budgetary modifications when he prepared
the programme and budget estimates for the Organization as a whole for
presentation to the Executive Board and the Health Assembly.
Referring to the change in the parasitiC diseases total, the Regional
Director said that a substantial programme change had been effected in the
filariasis control project

L~

Western Samoa.

During the year, the

Government had requested a long-term adviser/epidemiologist, instead of
a short-term consultant.

As savings were available, it had appeared

reasonable to meet the Government's request because the work being
carried out in Western Samoa was of interest also to other countries in
that area.

It had also been necessary to arrange for a WHO team to

carry out another schistosomiasis survey in the Lower Mekong Basin in
Cambodia and on the Khong Island in Laos.
assistance was particularly urgent

L~

It was felt that this

view of the vast Mekong develop-

ment programme in the area.
The Representative of the United states of America said that this
would explain why the 1970 budget now being cronsidered would be changed
when printed next year in the context of the 1971 budget.

A year ago,

however. the 1968 budget had been reviewed by the Director-General and
had theoretically been fixed.

He could not, therefore, understand why

substantial changes had been made in these budget figures.

He asked

whether, during the past year, the Director-General had not only
established the 1969 budget but had also readjusted the 1968 budget.
He also asked whether the summary of each disease category and the
summary for the total would be subject to change at least twice more
before the funds were expended.

--

,~
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The Regional Director said that this was correct.
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Sometimes

governments requested the Regional Office to change their projects or
components of projects within the total allocation made to the country'
concerned.

This was possible.

There might also be savings derived

from the non-implementation or delayed implementation of approved programmes and some items in the Supplementary List might be implemented
against these savings.
In answer to a question from the Representative of Japan, the
Regional Director stated that the Organization's financial regulations
did not permit the carry-over of funds from one year to another.

The

only exception was in the case of fellowships, prOVisions for which
could be committed in 1968 and the fellowships implemented in 1969.
The Representative of the United States of America asked what the
procedure was for notifying countries that fellowships had been

wit~

drawn and were no longer available.
The Regional Director said that a deadline was given each year
beyond which it became very difficult to arrange J;;P.acemeut for a
fellow.

At the end of September this year, there were still govern-

ments which had not submitted applications.

If the fellowship was a

short-term one or placement was relatively easy to arrange, every
effort would be made

t~

accommodate it.

If, however, placement

presented difficulties and it did not appear possible to arrange
this before the end of the year, the money would be declared as savings
now.

Governments were kepI; fully informed of the situation.
The Representative of Australia considered that, if there were

savings in the field activity funds, this money should be used to
implement the projects in the Supplementary List and not to cover new
commitments.
The Regional Director informed the Committee that this was the
procedure.

The Regional Committee had, in fact, passed a number of

resolutions requesting him to implement as many of the projects in the
Supplementary List as pOSSible, as and when funds became available.
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The Representative of the United States of America stated that
his delegation

~ould

not support the proposed overall budget for 1970

which represented a 9.2% increase over that of 1969.

It felt that the

programme and budget proposals should be reduced to about 6.5%, which
would be sufficient to cover the statutory increases and some additional
programmes that might be supported for the Region.
The Regional Director considered that this subject was more within
the province of the Health Assembly.

In making an allocation, the

Director-General was guided by an order of magnitude which was approved
by the Health Assembly.

The World Health Assembly had approved an order

of magnitude of about 9,% for 1970.

This Region had been allocated 9.2%,

which meant that some other regions and headquarters were allocated less
than 9,%.

If the Regional Committee should recommend that the increase

for the Western Pacific Region be reduced to 6.5%, the Director-General
could then increase the allocations

for other regions or for

headquarters.
The Representative of Western Samoa asked whether the resolutions
or findings of each region in connexion with the programme and budget
estimates were subject to the approval of the World Health Assembly.
The Regional Director replied that the Constitution of WHO gave
to the Director-General and only to him, the responsibility to propose
the programme and budget of the Organization to the World Health Assembly.
The Executive Board could. not change the proposals of the DirectorGeneral, it could make recommendations.

One of the functions of the

Regional Committee was to study the proposed programme for the Region.
The Regional Committee I s views \'lere submitted to the Direttor-General
as recommendations concerning both programme and budget estimates.
The individual items in the programme and budget were not approved by
the World Health Assembly.

The Assembly only approved an appropriation

resolution by sections and fixed a total ceiling of the budget.

~-1
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The Representative of the United Kingdom stated that, in the view
of his delegation, any reduction in size of the Region's a'.location to

6.5%, would not be in the interests of the Region.

Moreover, it would

not reduce the contributions required from Member countries.

When the

Member countries represented at the World Health Assembly accepted an
overall increase of 9%, they accepted
tions.

!U""1

increase in their contribu-

His delegation felt that it was the task of the Regional

Committee to ensure that there was no ~lastage in f:.l\1.ds and that governments benefitted fully from the investment made in the Region.
..

-~

The

size of the increase of WHO's budget was not a matter for the Committee
but for the vJorld Health Assembly.
The allocation to the Region was made by the Director-General.
The concern of the Committee was how to use this allocation and he considered that there should be

amaxirn~

the best possible use of these funds.
possible to seek variations.

amount of flexibility to allow
In his Government, it was

A new consultru1t's post could be requested

provided a good justification was presented to a higher authority and it
was possible to quote savings from other votes.

He felt, however, that

the Regional Committee, having approved one set of figures and one
establishment, should be consulted, at least in retrospect, if changes
had to be made.

The maximum amount of flexibility was, however,

important if the best possible results were to be obtained.
whether, in future years,

ir~?rmation

could be pubmitted to the

Committee on major variations of possibly more than
approved programme.

He asked

10.%

in the

He believed that an explanation of this kind

would not only help government representatives to appreciate the
health problems in the Region but would also provide governments with
the additional information which appeared desirable.
This proposal was supported by the Representatives of the United
states of America

a~d SL~gapore.

The Regional Director undertook to supply this kind of information
to the Committee in the future.
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3.4 Programme aspects
In introducing the programme and budget estimates, the Regional
Director stated that the communicable diseases continued to absorb
a large share of the regional budget.
country projects were proposed:

In this field, three new inter-

leprosy control advisory services,

to meet the need of governments for short consultant visits; a course
on international quarantine for quarantine inspectors; and a seminar
to consider the epidemiology and control of zoonoses and the organization and administration of veterinary public health programmes.
The first regional training course in national health planning
for senior public health administrators in the Region would be held
next year.

That proposed for 1970 would be for French-speaking

countries.
Six new country projects were proposed covering assistance to
teaching and training institutes.
posals:

There were two inter-country pro-

provision for attendance at the course on immunological tech-

niques which would be organized at the WHO Immunological Research and
Training Centre, Singapore, and a regional conference on teaching of
preventive mediCine in medical schools.
The great number of arthropod-borne diseases present in the
Region had led to the proposal to establish an inter-country project
on vector control. This concerned also the control of flies, pest,
mosquitoes, bedbugs, fleas, rodents and other vermin.
There had been a decrease in the number of maternal and child
health projects receiving long-term advisory assistance.

This did not

mean that government interest in maternal and child health programmes
had declined.

In many countries, however, maternal and child health

services were being integrated into the general health services and
assistance in improving specific aspects of maternal and child health
was being provided through assistru,ce to basic health services development.

Technical advice would continue to be provided by the Regional

•
i
i
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Adviser in r1a ternal and ClLi.ld Health.
as required to

revie~'l

Consultants would be appointed

the progress being made and to advise on any

further assistance that appeared desirable.

A ne\'l proposal was a

cot:rse on the health aspects of population dynamiCS.

This was

designed for physicians I nurses, social "Torkers and health educators
responsible for the orcianization of family planning and maternal and
child health services.

This i1as the first course of this type in the

Region.

3.5 Disc\'ssion
3.5.1
•~

Country proGrammes

The Representative of the United States of America asked for
further information regarding the maternal and child health project
in Laos.

He noted that assistance \'/ould be discontinued in 1970.

The Regional Director said that "THO was not entirely l.eaving the
maternal and child health project.
maternal

&~d

Assistance had been Given to

child health since 1959, but at the request of the Govern-

Dent of Laos, "THO assistance itDuld be reorganized.

Hhat was envisaged

nO\1 \'las to combine those projects which were inter-related in the
development of health services under one heading.

In this \'lay, there

\,[ould be an integrated project wherein all the various components
necessary for the development of health services would be placed under
one leadership, a public health administrator.
3.5.2

Inter-country projects

The Representative of Japan referred to the smallpox eradication
project (i'IPRO 0152) on paGes 225-226 and asked whether countries i'lith
smallpox vaccine production urlits could request assistance under this
project and Nhether the felloNs Here sent to any particular country.
The Regional Director stated that 1'HICEF had given ,freezedried vaccine production units to China (Taiwan) and the Philippines.
"THO had provided consultant services and fellowships.

UNICEF had

also agreed to give units to Malaysia and the Republic of Korea.

In

the past, fellows wishing to have training in smallpox vaccine production had been sent to Bangkok.

If fello\'Iships \"Tere
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requested to study the diagnosis of smallpox, then India "Tas usually
selected.

All Governments could request

fellows~~ps

under this allot-

ment.
The Representative of the United States of America did not
consider that the seminar on veterinary public health could be
considered a high priority.
The Regional Director stated that each year several topics for
inter-country group educational acti vi ties \1ere proposed to governments.
Those "'hich appeared in the prot;ramme and budget estimates had. received
the greatest support.
TIle Representative of the Philippines referred to the communicable
diseases advisory team and asked whether the team could participate in
epidemiological surveys, i f governments so requested.
The Regional Director said that this could ah.rays be arranged
but a schedule of visits was established for the team in advance.
This was based on government requests.

Unless an epidemic occurred,

he preferred to maintain the original schedule.
The Representative of Japan referred to advisory services on water
and Se'ilerage programmes (l.>lPRO 0169) on pages 229-230 and drew attention
to the fact that the narrative stated that this project had started in
1967.

Last year, the Committee had been informed that it would start

in 1969.
The Regional Director apologized for the typing error in the narrative.

The project had started in January 1968.

The Director-General

had. approved the advance-implementation of this post because of the
requests received from \ifestern Samoa and Ton;;a for assistance in
sewerage and '<later treatment.

As the Asian Development Bank had just

been established, it was felt that early contact should be made
with this agency in view of its importance as a regional source of
pre-investment and investment financing.

The adviser had already made

a number of preliminary visits to countries which had requested this
assistance and informal discussions had. started \>lith the bank officials.
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The Representative of the United States of America emphasized
again the need for a four-year presentation of the pro.:;ramme and
budget document.

He asked

ho~'1

this particular acti vi ty had been

financed.
The Regional Director said that the money had become available
as a result of delays in implementation of new projects.
was a problem

throu&~out

the Organization.

Recruitment

The Director-General had

given him permission to advance-implement this post in view of its
importance to the Region as a whole.
project had a very high priority.

He considered that this

He reminded the Committee that in

past years the Assembly had Given considerable emphasis to community
~later

supply and a resolution had been adopted at the last Assembly

inviting regional banks such as the Asian Development Bank to provide
funds for ,'lork in the health field.
The Representative of Japan asked how the pIlovi3ion under WPRO 0064,
•

medical literature and teaching equipment, could be used as there ,.ras
no indication of the countries which had been assisted under this
allocation.

He also asked for information in connexion

project HPRO

on4, participation in educational meetings,

~dth

the

and

asked

whether this allotment could be used to finance the attendance of
participants at international congresses.
In reply,the ReGional Director stated that under \I1PRO 0064 in

1967 the British Solomon Islands Protectorate, Cambodia, China (Taiwan),

.

Malaysia, Papua and He,,: Guinea, Philippines, Republic of Korea, TOIlba,
Viet-Nam and Western Samoa had all received technical literature or
equipment and supplies which ware urgently required and
wet.; ho provision in the country ailEltment.
had

b~en

given to

Malays1a~

Viet-Nam and IrJestern Samoa.
educational meetings,

VIaS

~or

whioh there

In 196B similar assi:3tance

Philippines, Republic of

Kore~.,

Sinwapore,

As far as IrJPRO 0114, participation in

concerned, participants from the follo,dng

countries had participated in inter-regional group educational activities:
Australia. China (Tahran), Hong Kong, Japan, Laos, Malaysia, New Zealand,
Papua and Ne'l'l Guinea, Philippines, Repbulic of Korea, Singapore and
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Viet-Nam.

This budget line had been included each year to permit candi-

dates selected by governments to attend such meetings.

This did not mean

attendance at symposia or congresses organized by bodies foreign to
In discussing the previous

parab~aph,

WHO.

the Representative of the

United States of America called attention to the administrative costs
involved for the Regional Office in supporting such small items as
technical literature Hhich Hember cOll."'ltries had requested.

He further

suggested that the second project was one where cuts could possibly be
He considered that the attendance of professional people at

made.

technical meetings "ms a matter on which the Regional Committee should
have more information.

~.--'

The Regional Director stated that \'1HO Headquarters made the decision regarding fellowships for participation in international congresses,
training courses and travelling seminars.

Each year the Regional Offices

were informed by vlHO Headquarters of its inter-regional proposals and
asked whether any of these \1ere of interest to the Region.

•

Often the

number of places allocated to the Region was rather small and if a
number of governments expressed interest in participating and Headquarters could not accommodate them, the Regional Office would, "lhenever
possible, cover their participation under this particular allotment.
The Representative of the United States of America noted with
interest that a proposal was made to organize a regional course on
health aspects of population dynamics.

This was an indication that

the Regional Office was thinking along the lines that many people
wished.

He drew the Regional Director's attention to the fact that

there were several groups in the Western Pacific Region that "Tere
planning similar seminars.

He hoped that all possible care would be

taken to ensure that the WHO reGional courses would not overlap or
coincide with these other meetings.

He also stated that the East-

West Centre in Hawaii was establishing a

progr~~e

of some dimension

on population dynamics and he Has sure that information on this would
be sent to the Regional Office.
The Regional Director drew attention to the fact that in the
programme and budget estimates for 1969 (Official Records No. 163)

..

<

.
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Headquarters was planning to organize four activities in human
reproduction.

He had informed Headquarters that he was interested

jn at least two of these activities being held in the Western Pacific
Region and it appeared possible that at least one might be held in
the Philippines.
The Representative of the United States of America considered
that there were projects in the regional programme and budget which
could not be considered among the priorities which the Committee had
discussed under the item "long-term planning and evaluation".
3.6 Supplementary List
The Sub-Committee was informed that the total requests received
from Member governments exceeded the regular budget proposed by the
Director-General for the Western Pacific Region.

Certain requests

had had to be relegated to the Supplementary List (additional projects
requested by governments and not included in the programme and budget
estimates) for possible implementation if savings became available.
The Sub-Committee noted further that the follol1ing additional
requests had been received:
(1)

China 0200 - Communicable Diseases - General Activities
A two-month fellowship for a quarantine officer
($2750)

(2)

Malaysia 0041 - Environmental Health Advisory Services
A

(3)

SanitCL~

engineer ($19 000)

Philippines·0200 - Fellowships
A twelve-month fellol';ship in dental health ($7600)
A twelve-month fellowship in biological standardization ($7600)
A tYlelve-month fellowship in rabies vaccine
production ($7600)
A t\llelve-month fello\',ship in laboratory management
and administration ($7600)
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(4)

\vestern Samoa
Filariasis Control
An entomologist ($15 300) to be assigned, if possible,
in 1969 and six additional months for the epidemiologist

($8500) in 1970.
A medical records officer ($13 500) to be assigned,
if possible, in 1969.
The Sub-Committee considered that, as savings arose, priority should
be given to the implementation of projects in the Supplementary

3.7 Voluntary

~st.

-'- ..

Fund for Health Promotion

The Sub-Committee noted that a number of proposals had been made
under this fUnd.

These were complementary to the programmes included

in the regular budget of the Region and would only be implemented to

the extent that voluntary contributions became available to the fund.
4

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The Sub-Committee considered that additional information on the

changes which had taken place in the programme and budgets already
considered should be submitted to the Committee in future years.
The Regional Director confirmed that this would be done and that
a separate document would be prepared for this purpose.
A considerable amount of discussion took place as to whether the
programme proposed followed the general programme of work approved by
the Regional Committee and the vlorld Health Assembly and whether it
was acceptable to the Committee.
In view of the fact that the World Health Assembly had decided
that the magnitude of the budget in 1970 should be 9,16, the opinion of
most members of the Sub-Committee was that it was not the responsibility
of the Regional Committee to make any reductions in the proposed level
of increase.

It was their

respons~.bility

to determine whether the

proposed programme fo!lowed the general programme of work approved by
the Regional Committee and the World Health Assembly, and whether it
was acceptable to the Committee.

<
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It was so agreed.
The Representative of the United States of America stated that the
position of his delegation was that some of the proposals were not
completely acceptable, as they did not appear to fall within the level
of priorities of the regional programme of work.

The feeling of his

delegation was that the increase in the budget should be reduced to

6.5%.
He also suggested that, in future, four colwnns should be shown in
the programme and budget document, as was now the case in the Americas
Region.

The document would then show not only the year under consideration

and a projection for the year after that, but also a most realistic estimate of expenditure durin3 the current year and the budget just approved
by the last i'lorld Health Assembly.
The Representative of Australia supported the statement of the Representative of the United states of America on the budget ceiling.

Some

thought should be given to a reduction in the budget as governments could
not expect a considerable increase in contributions each year and a stand
must eventually be taken to stop

budget~J

inflation.

The Representative of Cambodia believed that, should the Regional
Committee have to consider a reduction in the order of magnitude of the
budget, it should also draw the att.ention of the Director-General and the
l>lorld Health Assembly to the needs of the Region which could not be met
by the present allocation.

5

INrER-COUNTRY AND INI'ER-REGIONAL PROJECTS FINANCED FROM THE
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE COMPONENT OF THE UNITED NATDNS DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMl'iJE (Document WPR/RC19/P&B/3)
In reply to a question from the Representative of Japan, the
Regional Director stated that the inter-country projects were listed by
number and not in accordance with priority.
The Representative of Cambodia referred to the draft resolution
contained in the document.
.io(

The projects, both inter-country and inter-

regional, proposed for implementation under the UNDP/TA programme, were
presumably based on government interest.

He would therefore suggest
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that the Sub-Committee should recommend the adoption of this draft
resolution by the Regional Committee.
It was so agreed.

6

DRAFT RESOLUTION

At the end of the debate, the SUb-Committee considered a draft
resolution submitted by the

rappc~teurs

and agreed to transmit it to

the Regional Committee.

-

